In the September 2022 issue of PE&RS, this column asked “Which Way is Up?”, discussed three definitions of “North”, and provided tips on how to symbolize each on your map. This month’s tip focuses on a similar issue, how to calculate the bearing (i.e., compass direction) of a line.

As with “North”, there are several ways to define a “bearing.” In navigation and GIS-mapping, a bearing is the horizontal angle, measured in degrees, between the direction of an object and another object, or between that object and that of “true” (i.e. celestial) north. The “absolute bearing” refers to the angle, measured in degrees, between magnetic north (i.e. the magnetic bearing) and an object, while the “relative bearing” refers to the angle, again, measured in degrees, between a craft’s forward direction and the location of another object. Bearings are frequently referred to as “azimuths” which can be measured in degrees clockwise from “north” as geodetic (from celestial north), magnetic (measured from magnetic north) astronomic (from the south) or assumed azimuths. So, when reporting bearings (or azimuths) it is always a good idea to specify which is being reported. For additional information, https://theconstructor.org/surveying/azimuths-bearings-surveying-difference-determination/38494/, is a good general reference.

While calculating a bearing in an Esri GIS system seems like it should be a simple matter, the bearing is not one of the properties that is recorded in the standard line-attribute table. Furthermore, the bearing is also not one of the seven geometric features of a line that can be calculated by the “Calculate Geometry” function in the linetable field functions. Then, to make matters even more complex, when displaying or calculating a bearing in ArcGIS Desktop, the bearing is reported counterclockwise from East but calculated by the Add Geometry Attributes script as clockwise from North! So, here are some tips for getting your bearings.
**Method 2**—Interactive when editing/creating a line feature with feature snapping. When in an editing session and constructing line features by snapping to points, the direction of any segment can be revealed as in Method 1. After snapping to the node, use the Ctrl-A sequence to show the direction. Again, the direction is measured counterclockwise from East. So, in this example (Figure 3), the reported bearing of 158.9755° is converted to 291.0245° from North.

**Method 3**—Using the Add Geometry Attributes script from ArcToolbox to add the bearing to a line feature class. Finally, with ArcGIS 10.8, there is an “Add Geometry Attributes” script in the Data Management Tools | Features Toolset that will add additional geometric attributes, including the bearing, to line feature classes (and/or shapefiles). In the example below, I added three lines to the SnappedLine feature class. Opening the Add Geometry Attributes tool (Figure 4) and check the desired attributes, indicate the linear units and Coordinate Reference System; running the tool will result in those attributes being added to the feature class table (Figure 5). Of course, the direction of the line is From_Node toward To-Node BUT the BEARING is reported from CELESTIAL NORTH!

Figure 2. The Direction Window showing the bearing of the line feature. Note: this angle is computed counterclockwise from East.

Figure 3. Using the key combination Ctrl-A after snapping a line feature to an end-point to show the Direction window. Again, note that the Direction is reported from East.

Figure 4. Using the Add Geometry Attribute script found in the Data Management Tools | Features toolset and choosing to add the LENGTH and LINE_BEARING attributes to the SnappedLine feature class.
**In ArcGIS Pro**

The same interactive and tabular methods described for ArcGIS Desktop also work in ArcGIS Pro. The only difference is that the interactive methods now give you options (Figure 6, drop down arrow) of displaying the direction as NAz (North= True Azimuth), SAz (South = Astronomic Azimuth), P (Polar Azimuth), or QB (Quadrant Bearing).

The Add Geometry Attributes tool is again found in the Data Management Tools | Features Toolset.

While not as straight-forward as a user might hope, determining the direction of a line or a line feature class is not that challenging once you get your bearings.

Send your questions, comments, and tips to GISTT@ASPRS.org.
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